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Fig. 1: An isotropy due to the swinson �ow is learly visi-ble.

Fig. 2: An isotropy due to the swinson �ow is not observ-able.
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Fig. 3: An isotropy with the inverse phase an be observed.

Fig. 4: Computed tilt angle in the period of this analysis.

Fig. 5:2 AnalysisThe variation of the tilt angle omputed by the Wiloxsolar observatory in the period of this analysis is shownin Fig.4. The period has been divided into three periodswhih have been labeled as A, B and C, respetively.3 SummaryThe tilt angle whih is related to an amplitude of the ur-rent sheet wave have a variation in time. As from the anal-ysis at both the region of Toward and Away, the rela-tionship between the tilt angle and the Swinson Flow im-plies that there is a mixture of different �ows whih havea reverse polarity vie versa. In the analysis of (T-A)/2,where the Away was subtrated from Toward, a ompo-

Fig. 6:
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